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1. INTRODUCTION

Errors and Error Evaluation

1.

The last twenty years have seen a dramatic change in
attitude on the part of researcher's and teachers toward errors
that learners make in the foreign language classroom. The
careful, often tedious, drills of the audiolingual method, which
attempted to make errors all but impossible, have given way to
a cognitive approach involving more communicative/ activities,
an approach in which errors are seen as a necessary and per-,
haps beneficial strategy of learning (Allwright 1975, Gorbet
1974, Hendrickson 1978, Joiner 19'75, Mitchell- 1978). Learning.
a new language requires a trial and error approach, and errors-
are evidence that the learner is testing hypotheses of under;
lying rules, categories,, and systems (Corder, 1973).

"-p

Much of the current thinking on second language acquisi-
tion has concentrated on its similarities to first language acqui-
sition. Children make many errors during he learning period,
and these errors often fit into logical patterns just as do those
of adult learners of a second, language. he reaction these
errors evoke, however, destroys the par lel. Children are
rewarded if their use of the language is n any way successful,.
and they are corrected only if communication breaks Sown.
Students in a foreign language class are frequently encouraged
to produce grammatically correct sentences rather than to com-
municate a meaningful message. If thpre are similarities be-
tween first and second language acquisition, then more thought
will have to be given to the importance and method of correct-
ing errors (Hanzeli 1975, Holley and King 1971).

Adult learners should be able to provide iiformation on
the value of correcting oral errors. However,Atudies in this
area are contradictory. Cathcart and Olsen (1976) and Cour-
chene (1980b) found that students felt the need to be cor-
rected and preferred being corrected all the time. "On the
other hand, Walker (1973) found that students believe frequent
correction_ destroys their confidence and that communicating is

1
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more important than error free speebh. Several 9ther studies
have shown what leachers actually do in a classroom situation,
given this lack df student consensus. Cathcart and Q1s6n..-
(1976), Courchene (1980a), Fanselow (1977), and Lucas (1976)
all observed that the most frequent correction technique was
simply to tell' the students the correct answer, a method that
Lucas calls a "reflex aait3n." Fanselow i3oints out that giving
the student the answer does-not establish a pattern for long-
term memory. Lucas agrees, stating that correcting an error
requires cognitive operations on the part of the student that
are a's complex aL the processes that caused the error. Pro-
viding the correct answer does not guarantee that these °per-

' ations will take place. Holley and King (1971) discovered that
beginning teachers corrected almost all errors and even filled
in student piiuses. The teachers had monopolized class time
with discourse, explanations, and the native language rather
thari using the target language.

i

The lack of agreement on the benefits of correction leads
to a second area of confusion: which errors to correct. Since
current methods of teaching require more risk taking by stu-
dents, many researchers have pleaded for more selective error
correction (Burt and Kiparsky 1974, Chastain 1971, GrittneN

_1977, Hendrickson 1976). Burt feels that it is easy to destroy
a student's confidence with too many interruptions (1975).
Overcorrection cuts off students' sentences, causes them to
lose their train of thought, and prevents them from relating to
a new 'sentence (Burt and Kiparsky 1972j. "corrections of all
student ,lrrors will also reduce their desire to. say anything at
all.

In a seeming contgadiction with this plea for selective
:.correction, several researcher's have complained that teachers

do not correct erro s consistently (Allwright 1975, Chaudron
1977, Cohen and Rob ins )976, Long 1977). Often the correc-
tion is too vague to be of help. In fact, overcoming incon-
sistency does not exclude selectiyity, but involves establishing
categories_ of errors and then correcting only the serious ones.
This will be discussed in Chapter 2 .with reference to previous

,research. However, teachers should not forget to,be flexible
as well as consistent. They must take into account the needs
and abilities of individual students as well. as. the type of error
made.. One might correct an error if it is made by a gifted
student but note by a slow learner, ol. when made by a student
interested in continuing in the language but not by a student
only completing a requirement.

The correction of errors has also received atten-
tion. Teachers may establish higher standards for correcting

2
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written errors because students have More time to prepare
Written work. For example, they may consult grammar books,
dictionaries, and even the teacher before writing 'a final draft.
The teacher also has more.timeto evaluate and analyze writtenerrors. The 'affective variables of written errors arecglso
different from those of oral errors. The former are corrected
in private, so students are not embarrassed in front of their -friends. Shaughnessy (1977) has developed a system for
analyzing and eliminating errors made..by native speakers of
English who have writing deficiencies, and these principles can
be applied to other languages:

Ildwever, not all scholars agree4with,this interpretation;
many propose correcting both written and oral errors selec-
tively (see pp. 27-28). A study ,of previous research can
prove helpful An deciding which approach to take.

Previous Research
U.

' The most important work to consider is the article by
Hendrickson (1978), which gives an overview of the theoretical
research carried out to that point. He'feeis that study in this
area is insufficient and inconclusive., but that' some` important
ideas can be drawn from it. Synthesizing published research,
he attempts to answer-five questions: should errors be cor-
rected, and; if so, which ones; when, how: and by whom?
He finds that correcting errors does improve the proficiency
of second language learners, if they are errors that inhibit ,

communication, stigmatize the learner, and appear frequently.
There-is no consensus as to when errors should by corrected,
but the manner in which it is dope should be supportive rather
thari critical. Many ways of correcting have been suggested,
but none has been shoivn superior to any other. Finally,
teachers should not dominate this aspect of classwork.

Some evidence contradicts Hendrickson's first conclusion
by affirming that error correction does not improve student
production (Krashen 1978). This hypothesis may be true of
both oral and written errors. In one experiment, self-correc-
tion by students did riot improve their ability to write (Cohen
and Robbins 1976.. Robbins 1977). Hendrickson (1976) himself
found that correcting only communicative errors in one group
and all errors ja another did not make a diffdrence in students'
writing ability. On the other hand, Gaudiani (1981) reports,
significant progress using an in-class editing approach. The
contrast with Hendrickson's results may be due to direct inter-
action between the teacher and students,or a greater_amount of

3
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time spent on writing.. In the' case of oral errors, Berwald
(1979)-believes, that correction does help, but only on the basis
of his experience. w4th a -smell group of students for five hours
or more- per day. Even faced with these discouraging results, .

leachers should not abandon the accepted practice of correoting
errors. 'Students themselves expect to be corrected, and they
would be upset if they were not given feedbaok. It im-
portant to decide whicn errors to correct andohow this.correb-
tion chn be done most effectively.

".
'c Ongoing Research

Perhaps the most productive research being carried out'
currently is in the area of native speaker reaction to learner
errors. This research fo,guses on zomthunictation rather than
grammatical accuracy and on the types of errors that block
communication and irritate native speakers. Two studies have
shown that native speakers are able to rank errors consistently
(James 1977, Matran 1977). ,Palmer (1981) has attempted to
devise a mathematical formula to express the gravity of an
error, but it is based on frequency of Occurrence rather than
on the reaction it causes. .Studies of comprehensibility of
errors (cited with the target language) were ,done by Burt
1975 (English); Galloway 1980 (Spanish) ;. Guntermann 1978
(Spanish); and Olsson 1972, 1973 (English). Several other
studies sought to discOver which errors are "acceptable" and
"unacceptable." These can be ambiguous terms, because lin-
guists commonly Use the same term to refer to grammaticality.
rIrritability",,is a more precise term. Ensz 1976 (French);
Politzer 1978 (German); and Wigdorsky-Vogelsang 1978 (Eng-
lish) h5v,e all studied errors that native speakers find objec
tionable. Studies that combine comprehensibility and irritability
have been done by Chastain 1980a, 1981 (Spanish); Johansson
1978 (English); and Piazza 1980 t French). 41-

c.
Unfortunately, the research provides numerous contradic-

tions.(Walz 1980). Burt found word order,to be the Most
serious hindrance to communication, however, Olston, Japans
son, and Chastain found that lexicon most impaired compre-
hensibility. Wigdorsky-Vogelsang believes* that pronphciation.
is more important than semantics or syntax. On the other
hand, Guntermann found the number of errors in a sentence
is more important than the error type. in the case of accepta-
bility, Ensz found grammatical errors more irritating than lexi-
con, while Johansson and Politzer found the opposite. One
need not contrast different studies and different languages to
find contradictions. Chastain (1981) reports that his native

4
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speak& subjects found vocabulary errors to be The most irrf:
tating type in noun phrases, yet the errors most frequently
overlooked' were precisely those..-Clearly, much' more work is
necessary in this area. More precise information is needed
about such variables. as target langaage, native langukre,
judgbs, mode of communication, and the contact situation.

Gopis of. This Mc; nograph

The research done on error correction demonstrates that
it is an, important topic. Over the years, numerous suggestions
for classroom teachprs have appeared tint,are much too diverse
to be of practical Also. I will attempt to compile these ideas,
and to add to them whenever possible, so that teachers will
haVe a source of techniques for correcting errors. Cliapter 2
will deal with oral errors and Chapter 4 with written errors..
The possibilities presented in these chapters are far too numer-
ous for individual teachers to use; they must choose the ones ,e?,

most approiriate to their specific teaching

"'decide vhich errors to correct. This problem
Before cangider\i\ng error correction techniques, it is

necessary to
will be discussed in the following chapter.

5
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2. WHICH ERRORS TO CORRECT

Any analysis of the practical aspects of correcting stkt
errors must begin with the decision about which types of errors
should be corrected. Oral errors present the greatest difficulty
for the reasons stated in the previous section. After discover-
ing that a group of students wanted all errorscorrected, Cath-
cart and Olsen (1976) asked a teacher to attempt to do this.
The students were unable to think clearly or prOduce complete
sentences. Chastain (1971) points out that it is discourteous
to interrupt people when they are speaking. He states that
overcorrection prevents students from concentrating \on the
message, and that it destroys the pleasure of learning \a for-
eign language. Valette (1973) supports the idea that correct-
ing too many errors not only destroys motivation but encour-
ages the production of simplistic sentences rather than complex,
but,inaccurate ones. Burt and Kiparsky (1974) point out that
this may also lead to spending a lot of time on superficial
errors rather. than more serious ones. However, at least two
extensive studies show that many teachers do, in fact, try to
correct everything (Cathcart and Olsen 1976, Holley and King
1971).

Previous Research

Because it seems both unwise and impractical to correct
every mistake, teachers must be selective. This selectivity
should not be hit or miss, given the numerous complaints about
inconsistent correction mentioned earlier.

AllWright (1975) has proposed a categorization of errors
into four broad areas for purposes of analysis. Most sugges-
tions for error hierarchy include the ideas expressed iri this
system.

Linguistic description. The most basic concepts
for the teacher to consider are the mode of expres-
sion (written or oral) and the intended meaning.

6



Importance. The considerations that may make an
error important are: the pedagogical focus at the..
time it 'is made, the frequency with which it occurs
the number of learners affected, and its relation-
ship to successful communication.

Source. Errors can be caused by interlingual and
intralingual (i.e., L1 and L2) interference, strate-
gies of second language learning, And inappropriate
teaching methods.

Ease of correction. Practical considerations include
the teacher's competence, resources, and tivailable
time.

Johansson (1973) describes a traditional system in order
to contrast it with one he considers more appropriate. In
Sweden, teachers use six criteria for grading written composi-
tions:

Generality: infringement of general rules is more
serious than an isolated lexical item.

Frequency: errors with common words are more
serious.

Comprehensibility: is thd meaning lost?

Curriculum. has the feature been taught?

Competence/performance: is the error Oust a
slip .of the pen?

Speech and writing relationship: would a written
error cause an error in the oral form?

Johanisori disagrees with this system because it emphasizes
conformity to rules rather than basic communication, which is
the primary goal of language use. He suggests concentrating
on two areas: comprehensibility and irritation. An error that
impedes the understanding of a message or that causes a nega-
tive reaction on the past of the listener is more serious than
those that do not have such an effect. After this analysis has
been made, he suggests refining it by valuating for frequency
of occurrence and generality. Practi Ily all researchers have
adopted this system for working on ative speaker reactions to
the oral and written errors of sec d language learners.
Johansson warns, however, that conformity to rules cannot be
totally ignored, because students may have difficulty adjusting
to moro stringent requirements at the advanced levels.

7
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Another widely used taxonomy for learner errors is that
'developed by Burt and Kiparsky. They use the terms global
and local errors. Global errors ate those that block communi-
cation; local errors are those that appear in isolated sentence
elements (inflections, articles, auxiliaries, etc.). They stress
overall sentence organization, and the relationship among clauses
in particular, as potential areas for global mistakes. Those to
look for are

using the correct connector;

maintaining the distinction between coordinate
and relative clauses;

keeping a parallel structure in reduced coordinate
clauses; and

tense continuity (Burt and Kiparsky 1974).

Other problem areas include

wrong word order;

missing word or misplaced connector;

missing cues to signal exceptions to syntactic
rules; and

overgeneralization of rules to include exceptions
(Burt 1975).

Burt believes that an utterance becomes much mere comprehen -'
sible when the teacher corrects one global error rather than
several local ones. Of course, this type of decision would per-
mit selectivity in correction.

Several other simple systems for evaluating errors have
been proposed. Holley and King (1971) used two criteria for
oral correction to train graduate teaching assistants: the
error had to be common to the class and it had to reflect the
lesson being taught. Hendrickson (1979) suggests a hierarchy
for oral errors based on the proficiency of the student:

Elementary level: correct only errors that impede
communication.

Intermediate level: correct errors that occur
frequently.

8



Advanced level: correct errors that have a
stigmatizing effect upon the student.

Hendrickson (1980) also proposes four considerations that
could be applied to all error correction:

Student goals: what use will the language be put
to eventually?

Student proficiency: is self-correction possible?

Teachets,wareness of error types (i.e., compre-
hensibilikand irritation).

Student 'Atitudds: less self-confident students
need more feedback.

Cohen (1975), however, has suggested the most comprehensive
system for selecting errors to co-rect. He lists four areas for
analysis:

Basic information about the error: whet was said
and what was meant.

Importance of the correction. Most important
errors are those
. of intelligibility;
. of high frequency;
. of high generality of rules;
. that stigmatize or irritate;
. that affect a large number of stuomtsr and
. that are relevant to the pedagogical focus.

Ease of correction (from Allwright, above).

Characteristics of the student. These would
include
. individual differences (native language;

personality, aptitude);
past history (academic record, previous errors);
and

. current state (motivation, anxiety, fatigue).

Cohen readily admits, however, that the teacher has too many
things to think about while conducting oral lessons to make the
split-second decisions required by this elaborate system.

9
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Synthesis

is.obvious that a teacher cannot evaluate during class
the 12 to. 15 areas presented, above that researchers have sug-
gested. Even grading compositions would take an inordinate
amount of time if each error, had to be evaluated according to
all the criteria enumerated in the section above. Knop (1930)
recommends that student teachers use five of Cohen's criteria
for judging the importance of errors. Even that number, how-
ever, seems excessive. I believe that a synthesis of previous
research can provide a manageable system.

Irritating or stigmatizing errors appear to be difficult',to
evaluate. Even teachers who are conducting classes in their
native language would have to make subjective judgments.
Student attempts to formulate unknown words byadding /e/
to an English word for a French verb (Je vats studyer) or
/o/ for a Spanish noun (el book()) would be highly irritating
for an American teacher but only incomprehensible to a native
speaker of the target language. Until research is able to show
which errors evoke negative reactions from significant numbers
of native speake-s of the most commonly taught languages,
teachers will have to continue to correct the errors that they
personally do not like.

The number of students affected by an error (see All-
wright, Cohen, above) can Also vary. In classes in which
students have the same native language, interference errors
would be consistent. In other classes, however, trying to
determine how many students would make a given error can
be an imposing .task. Also, inexperienced teachers, who
obviously have more problems than experienced ones, would
have a particularly difficult time evaluating the number of
students affected by a given error..

Another problem involves the generality of the broken
rule (Johansson, Cohen, above): If the error is an isolated
item, it is supposedly not as important as one that violates a
general rule. However, as pointed out earlier, several studies
have shown that errors of lexicon affect comprehensibility more
than 'those of syntax. Thus, one finds conflicting theories
within the suggested systems of evaluation.

The simplified system proposed here for deciding which
errors to correct includes the following four criteria:

Comprehensibility. Above all, teachers should correct
errors that cause a misunderstanding or lack of comprehension.,



Because the main purpose of using a language is to communi-
cate ideas, correcting for comprehensible forms is a reasonable
goal. Teachers must, be constantly on the lookout for this type
of error, particularly those who are experienced, because they
have' learned to understwid students' interlanguage much better
than a monolingual, speaker of the target language. This is
especially true if the teacher shares the native language of the
students.

Frequency. This can mean errors that are made by an
entire class or by individual students. If the teacher succeeds
in eradicating a frequent error, then a greater, percentage of
accurate language use will result. A frequent error is-usually
made on a common point of grammar, so the carryover value of
learning the correct form is greater than with an isolated mis-
take. Beginning teachers will have greater difficulty in know-
ing which, errors are the most frequent. Some writers have
suggested keeping tally sheets for written and oral errors
(Hendrickson 1979, Higgs 1979Omaggio 1981). Clearly, ex-
perience will provide the greatest help,

Pedagogical focus. Errors in forms that students have
recently learned in class should be corrected. Researchers
have not paid enough attention_ to the potential for confusion
that error 'orrection, or the lack of it, can cause. Allwyight
(1'975) mentions that students may not understand the selec-
tivity of a teacher who chooses not to correct a certain mistake.
If a class spends time studying a particular grammar feature
and then an error occurs and goes uncorrected, all the stu-
dents who hear it will begin to question their own understand-
ing 31 the structure. This tendency is particularly relevant
in the traditional classroom where students are motivated by
and concerned about tests and grades.

Individual student concerns. All good teachers get to
know their students and to learn who are the most sensitive
to correction, More capable stuttents can profit from correc-
tions of minor points. Students who take a sequence of courses
will need a firmer grasp of linguistic features than a student
who is enrolled in a terminal course. Adults probably profit
from correction of grammatical features more than children."
Some students want to be corrected all the time, while others
are more easily inhibited.

While not touching upon all concerns of importance,
these four criteria represent an optimum number of consider-
ations that a teacher ca,, keep in mind while conducting oral
lessons. Any more would detract from the pace of the class,
and any fewer would lead to a superficial evaluaon of errors.
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Teachers can analyze and correct written errors at a more
leisurely pace, but with an imposing number of comPositidns to
grade, most teachers will be limited to the same four criteria.
With the possible exception of comprehensibility, all can become
nearly automatic responses on the teacher's part. Stopping a
class..in order to ponder the variables of an'error would waste
more time than correcting it. Teachers can even evaluate
comprehensibility quickly with practice.. 11layryvtimes they may
just not be able to understand the students'comments. The
following section will provide practice in choosing errors to
correct. Examples will be given in English, French, German,
and Spanish.

Examples of Selectivity in
Error Correction

The following examples are possible spoken replies that
students might make to personalized questions asked by the
teacher. (In a pattern drill, more corrections woald be
appropriate.) The discussion after each sentence shows how
the simplified system just described can be used in a teaching
situation .

English,

*1 am Coming from France to study the English.

This sentence contains two errors that native speakers of
French frequently make in English. The use of the present
progressive can impede the message because the listener ex-
pects an action that is in progress. Thus, comprehensibility
and frequency are two criteria for correction. The misuse of
the definite article is normally less serious. Had the mistake
been "study the mathematics," no confusion would result.
There is a possibility, however, that the listener would inter-
pret this as "the English people," so a clarification is neces-
sary.

*Aly friend have many ambition to see United States.

*Sentences containing errors are prpceded by an asterisk.

12
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The first error, subject-verb agreement, may be caused
by an incomplete knowledge of the verb or a failure to vocalize
the final consonant in the noun. One might not have to cor
rect if it is not important to know whether it is one friend or
several in this context. *However, this certainly, is a frequent
developmental error. The expression "many ambition" is coin-
prehensible, but if the distinction between count and mass
nouns was a recent pedagogical focus, then a correction is in
order. The lack of an article with "United States" follows a
general rule with countries, so the error is of minor importance.

French

*Je l'ai demands si it a venh:,

The use of a direct object with demander changes the
meaning, but in context there will be no problem. However,
the class might have been studying this structure. The lack
of elision (si it) causes no problem, but the end clause is in-
comprehensible. The student could mean the pagt, present,
or future, so the teacher should seek additional information.

*11 a devenu un professeur dans trois ans.

The first error, the incorrect auxiliary, does not impede
communication, b,ut it is a very frequent one and could be cor-
rected. The use of an arti le with a profession is a frequent
error but is less likely to b of pedagogical focus with devenir
than with Titre, for example. can safely be ignored. 'The
wrong preposition causes a prob m because dans would imply
a future time. The listener woul have t guess if the speaker
means est devenu . . . en or va devenir . . . dans. Thus,
despite pedagogical focus or frequency, ,the error_ needs to be

German

*Der grofier Mann war also hier.

Morphological errors in case endings do not seem to bother
native speakers of German as much as other. kinds of errors.
On the other hand, the confusion of the form gro6er, which is
used with no article, with the correct formuroBe is a very fre-
quent error. Perhaps on the ,basis of receat emphasis in the

13
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course, the 'teacher could debide whether or not to correct.
The use of a false cognate (alsq for auch) is a more serious
semantic mistake and could lead to a comprehension problem if
not corrected. $

*Voriges Jahr er arbeitete in Berlin and bekam sehr
reich.

This sentence contains a syntactic error, but it does not
pcause a roblem in communication. After an introductory ad-

verbial elemga, the correct order should be arbeitete er.
More serious is the use of the wrong verb for "to, become."
For a change of state, the correct verb is wurde. The one
used above has only a transitive meaning. Since the analogy
of "to get" and "to become" is apparent only to a speaker of
English, the error hinders the understanding of the message. °
It should be corrected.

Spanish

*Te quiero venir a una close de mia.

The initial syntactic error is a serious one from a com-
municative standpoint. It has to be corrected for the message
to be understood. A possibility could be the pinpointing tech-
nique, Quie que . . . to elicit the subjunctive. The intro-
duction of de, through English interference, is less serious
and probably would not cause a misunderstanding.

*Calculo que vive en la stibana.

This sentence contains two errors of word stress that
cause different communication problems. If the meaning is
obviously "I figure" (Calculo), then the error must be cor-
rected. The listener understands "he figured." Of course,
the context would determine how difficult the meaning is to
grasp. The last word should be sabana. Although the se-
mantic error might give pause, the listener could guess the
meaning. Hence, it is less necessary to correct stress,

tN.B. For more analyses of error gravity, see Burt and
Kiparsky [1272, 1974] and Walz [1981] .)
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3. TECHNIQUES OF ERROR CORRLrl I0'!:
ORAL WORK

General Considerations

Some general remarks are necessary before examining
specific techniques. Numerous scholars have recommend
placing more emphasis on correction during drill than du_ing
communication activities (Cathcart and Olsen 1976; Chastain
1971, 19E1; Knop 1980; Rivers 1975). Drill stresses linguistic
patterns and accuracy, while communication is a time for ex-
perimentation and creating the desire to continue speaking the
target language.

Several, other- researchers have stressed not interrupting
the student too quickly. 'While studying elementary science
students, Rowe (1974) found that if the teacher waited three
to five seconds to intervene after asking a question (instead of.
the typical one second), student responses increased dramati-
cally. Holley and King (1971) asked their graduate teachers to
wait five to ten seconds after a student began to speak. With
this change, the students were able to correct their own errors
50 perceat of the lime. A characteristic of the outstanding
teachers observed by Moskowitz (1976) is that they waited
longer to,correct errors. Other researchers have supported
this idea (Joiner 1975, Mitchell 1978). Not interranting is
carried even farther in Gattegno's "silent way" technique,
where- the teacher never interrupts. Gattegno (1976) believes
that silence is necessary bedause the students have work to do
to learn a language, and the teacher would only interfere.

A third suggestion that one finds frequently in the litera-
ture is that the teacher should attempt to avoid errors when-
ever possible. This does not refer to the attempts made by
the proponents of the audiolingual method to develop elaborate °
drills; it simply means to avoid confusion. MoTear (1976)
points out that errors may result simply because student. do
not know what procedure is being used in class. Stenson
(1974) cites several areas (vocabulary, syntax, drills) where



a teacher's inadequate understanding of the students' level of
ability could artificially create errors. Fariselow (1977) ob-
served behavior on the part of 11 teachers that induced errors.
Their actions included interrupting too quickly, asking for am-
biguous word choices, giving inexplicit directions for drills,
and using vague correction techniques that led to error repeti-
tion. Knop (1980) has identified three sources of unnecessary
errors--confusion, tension, and boredom -and has provided
numerous suggestions for correcting these problems. Herron
(1981) recommends that when teachers do oral drills with stu-
dents, they should make the directions clear, make the drills
interesting, and require repetitions to reduce student errors.

One of the greatest subjects of controversy in error cor-
rection is whether or not to use the student's error in the cor-
rection technique. It has .long been an axiom of foreign lan-
guage teaching that incorrect forms should not be given to
students because error.... are as easy to learn as correct forms
(Grew 1964, Mitchell 1978). However, the survey that Cath-
cart and Olsen made (1976) showed that ESL students liked
having the error and the correct forms compared as a teaching
technique. Others have suggested a pairing of correct and
incorrect forms (Holley and King 1971), even to the extent of
writing them on the board (Fanselow 1977). Corder (1973) is
a firm believer in using "negative instances" or "what is not
an- example" (i.e. , errors). lie feels that these will help re-
solve learners' problems by getting to the source of the error.
Because there is no research to support either side of the argu-
ment, one can only conclude that extreme care should be used
when adapting learner errors to correction 4.3chniques. The
teacher should contrast them with the correct forms and make
it clear which ones are wrong.

The last general consideration is one that all researchers
and teachers can agree on. Teachers should make corrections
in a positive manner. Vigil and 011er (1976) found that pre-
dominantly negative feedback discourages student participation.
Teachers should correct gently and with respect. This is
especially. true with rral work because it is almost always in
front of others. Students respond much better to this approach
than to criticism (Moskowitz 1976). The use of positive tech-,.niques and the avoidance of embarrassing students were some
of my primary considerations when setting up the following
hierarchy of persons who should correct errors.
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Who Corrects?

In this monograph I have adopted as the most productive
for language learning the following hierarchy of persons who
correct errors: 'first, the student who made the error; second,
other students in the class; and last, the teacher.

Students are capable off' correcting their own errors
(Gattegno 1976). Krashen and Pon (1975) found that an ad-
vanced language learner was able to correct 95 percent of her
own errors. Robbins (1977) found that intermediate ESL stu-
dents could locate 27 percent of their errors and then correct
about half of those. Others quote the figiire of a 50 percent
possibility for self-correction (Holley and King 1971, White
1977). Thus, allowing students to correct their own mistakes
could reduce teacher talk of this type by one-half and also re-
duce the intimidation factor introduced by excessive criticism.
One can assume that students would acquire more feelings of
self-sufficiency if allowed to puysue this course of action.

Peer correction is another way to involve students
actively in the teaching of the class. Stevick (1980) warns
that it can invite unfavorable comparison between students,
but he goes on topoint out that it is_a more informative way
of correcting errors because it comes from someone who has
had the same experience (also Burt and Kiparsky :972). It
is also less threatening because no grade is involved. Obvi-
ously, the teacher has to be careful to avoid calling on the
same student or small group all the time, because the others
may be sensitive to favoritism. However, peer correction can
have several advantages. First, it may motivate students who
previously thought a foreign language was impossible to learn,
because they see their classmates using it correctly. Second,
peer correction involves a greater number of students in the
running of the class. Third, the corrections tend to be at a
level that others in the class can understand. And last, self-
and peer correction increase the amount of time students talk
in class and reduce the amount of time that the teacher must
talk.

The teacher will also have to correct errors. CourchZne
(1980) points out that current theories of language learning
stress hypothesis formation on the part of the learner. To
test these hypotheses of rule formation, the learner must have
an "auto-corrective capacity." Therefore, the teacher should
correct errors as a last resort.
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In three studies involving classroom observations, teacher
correction proved to be the most frequent techni,ue (Cathcart
and Olsen 1976, Fanselow 1977, Lucas 19713). Fanselow warns
that simply giving the correct answer does not establish a.pat-
tern for long-term memory. Lucas states that giving the right
answer may just be a reflex action triggered when the teacher
hears an error. This is entirely possible, because Cathcart
and Olsen report that providing the correct model is the most
frequent technique in actual use, but only third on the list of
teacher preferences. In other words, in. that particular study,
teachers gave'the answer more than they realized.

Certainly the teacher will have to give a correct answer,
if only to save time or avoid the confusion of multiple error.
Ramirez and Stromquist (1979) found that the overt correction
of oral grammatical errors is positively associated with student
growth. However, students may still not understand why their
sentences are wrong, or perhaps will not even Irar the correc-
tion.

Techniques *

Self-correction

Although the students correct their own errors, the
teacher does play a role by calling attention to the fact that
a statement contains an inaccuracy.

Pinpointing. This is the term Cathcart and Olsen (1976)
use to describe the teacher's localizing an error without giving
it away. In their study, this was the technique that ESL
teachers preferred. Knop (1980) suggests repeating the stu-
dent's sentence up to the error. This can be a very effective
technique for correcting student generated SuntenCes (versus a
sentence from the textbcok,with a'blank to be filled in). The
last word before the error should have a slightly exaggerated
vowel length and trailing intonation for the student to catch,
the idea that the fragment needs to be completed again.

*K11 the examples given below Lire original. Readers may wish
to consult the sources for additional examples.
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.S: Demain, je vais eller .11 le supermarche.
T: Je vais eller . . .

S: Je vais eller au supermarl,.

S: Yo veto miamigo.
T: Yo veo . . .
S: Yo. veo ii mi amigo.

Rephrasing question. Holley and King (1971) suggest
rephrasing the question in order to reduce the number of .words.
This technique should be used when the student indicates a
lack of understanding of the question but does not make a
grammatical erroi.. '

T: Why did you decide to come to this country?
S: [hesitation]
T : Why are' you here? _

S: I come here to learn English.
T: I . . .

S: I came here to learn English.

Joiner (1975) suggests rephrasing not only to reduce the num-
ber of words bu also to change an information question to a
yes-no question. For example, "Where were you born?" could
be changed to "Were you born in the United States?"

Cueing (Holley and King 1971). The teacher gives the
grammatical variations of a key content word. This is poSsible
when a student indicates difficulty forming a specific word.

T: LConoce Ud. a mucha gente de Madrid?
S: No, no . . .
T; Conoce, conoces, conozco . . .
S: No conozco a mucha gente de Madrid.

T: What did you bring to class?
S:
T: Bring, brought . . .

S: I brought my books.

Cenerating'simple sentences (Holley and King 1971).
With this technique, the teacher provides several possible
answers to the question just asked, thereby relaxing the con-
straints. Like rephrasing the question, this is a technique to
use when the student shows a lack of understanding of an en-
tire question.
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T: Was le'sen Sie gern?
S: [puzzled look]
T: Ich lese Kriegsromane gern. Ich lese Krimis

auch gern. Ich lese die Zeitung gern.
S: lch lese Krimis gern.

T: QU'e,st-ce que vous faites samedi soir?
S: [no response]
T: Moi, je vais au cinema, je regarde la

teleVision , je sors avec des amis.
S: Je regarde ja television.

Explain key word (Joiner 1975). This can be_done by
writing a difficult word on the board or by acting it out. The
former technique is particularly useful when the phoneme-
grapheme relationship causes a problem.

T: viens-tu?
, S;. [no responk]

T: [writes] D'ob [asks] Tu viens de . .

S: Je viens du Canada.

Acting out a word is frequently possible, depending on its
meaning. The meaning of Verbs is generally the easiest to get
across.

T: i.Sabe Ud. conducir un coche?
S: Yo . . . se . . .

T: [gestures: hands on an imaginary steering
wheel]

S: Yo se conducir un coche.

if possible, gestures should be culturally authentic. To
'demonstrate the meaning of French boire or Spanish beber, for
example, the teacher should have a clenched fist with a thumb
pointing to the mouth rather than having the hand grasp an
imaginary glass, as Americans do.

Questioning (Burt and Kiparsky 1972). If the
uses a word that the teacher does not understand, /the teacher
should ask a question about it. The student should reveal the
meaning of the word without recourse to the native language
and without making an obvious correction.

S: I am studying to be [incomprehensible word]
T: kV hy do you want to do that?
S: I like, to help people.,
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et
.T: HOw will you help them?
S: They can see better,
T: Yes, an optometrist does that

This may be a roundabout way to correct, but it provides oral
practice.

Repetition. Cohen (1975) advises teachers to ask u stu-
dent to repeat the sentence containing the error. ,The tech-
nique is deliberately ambiguous: so the students do not feel
they hai.re been corrected. Fanselow (1977) takes exception to
this because it is too vague, and the student may not realize
that an error has been made or where it is. Perhaps if the

("teacher says the target language word for "Repeat" or "Again"
with a questioning look, the message would be clearer. It is
a technique to try with the better students in class who need
a challenge.

"No. " Shaking one's head from side to side is also
c iticized by Fanselow as being too vague. ,However, it can
ATe used effectively in certain areas. If the class were concen-
rating on a particular point of gramma). , especially an "either-

or" choice, the students would understand. (For example, a
wrong choice between sit and set in English, the imperfect and
passe compose in French, kennen, wissen, and ktinnen in Ger-
man, and ser and estar in Spanish could be corrected by shak-
ing the,head "no." Because the students realize they are
choosing among two or three alternatives, the gesture would
cause them to rethink the answer.) Like repetition, this
method can also be used with more advanced students. It is
certainly more subtle than pointing to an X on the blackboard,
as Cohen (1975) suggests.

Grammatical terms. Localizing an error by mentioning
what function it plays in the sentence (e.g., "verb") can have
limited use. This practice eliminates destroying the student's
Chain of thought in the middle of a long sentence. Obviously,
it is only useful with'studen.ts who understand the vocabulary
and who are fairly proficient. It should be noted that this
technique does not focus on communication but rather on form
or linguistic correctness.

S: I came to the U.S. on plane in 1978.
T: Preposition?
S: By plane.' I came by plane.
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S: Quiero que me da un ejemplo.
T: 4Subjuntivo?
S: Quiero que me de un ejemplo,_

Gestures. Under certain circumstances, errors can be
corrected nonverbally. The students must be looking at the
teacher, so exercises read from a book or conversations be-
tween students would not apply. 'The great advantage of using
gestures is that there is no additional verbal input to confuse
the student. Furthermore, gestures often take less time than
verbal corrections. Error correction and explanation often
cause the student to forget the original question or part of
the answer. The process must then start over, and time is
wasted. Proponents of the audiolingual method encouraged
teachers to develop an elaborate system for indicating which
students were to respond (whole class, one row, an individual)
or the type of response desired (repeat, listen). Teachers
may find several of these gestures useful.

Yes-no. Nodding or shaking the head will get
a student to continue or stop an utterance.

Continue. Rolling the hand in a forward circle
of the wrist will encourage a student who hesitates
for fear of having made a mistake or let a student
know that the sentence is not complete.

Stop. Holding the palms toward a student will
stop an unwanted interruption or an unnecessary
lapse into the native language.

Syntax. Flipping one hand over the other will
let a student know that the word order is wrong.

41

T: Do you want these books?
S: Yes, give them me.
T: [gestures)
S: GiVe me them.

T: i,Que es esto?
S: Es una roja pluma
T: [ gestures j
S: Una pluma roja.

Number. Singular can be indicated with one
finger; plural with several. A wiggling motion
will emphasize the latter. These gestures can be
used with any part of speech that shows number
and can be combined with pinpointing, if necessary.
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T:- Haben Sie Schwestern?
S: Ja, ich habe eine Schwestern.
T: eine . . . [gesture]
S: eine Schwester.

Stress. Gattegno (1976) developed a nonverbal
way to indicate which syllable of a word carries
the stress. On the extended index finger of one
hand, the teacher taps out the rhythm of the word
with the other index finger, using a more forceful
tap on the stressed syllable. This can be very
useful because the languages commonly taught in
North America all differ widely in their approach
to accentuation.

- Elision. In languages- where forms are elided, a
gesture can indicate this type of error. The
teacher puts the two palms parallel to each other
and then moves them closer together in a pushing
motion. Other simple gestures can indicate liaison
and intonation.

Missing word. Gattegno recommends a gesture to 4

show that the student has left a word out. The
teacher holds up all fingers and points to each one
as the student repeats the sentence. When the
student arrives at the missing word, the teacher
exaggerates the gesture to indicate that sword.

S: Je ne suis alle au laboratoire.
T & S: Je . . . ne . . . suis [gesture] . . .

pas alle . . .

Tense. A gesture of the hand can indicate that
a sentence should be in the past (thrown over the
shoulder) or the future (moved forward). To be
more clear, the teacher could accompany the motion
with the name of the tense until the students learn,
the meaning.

Grammatical terms plus gestures. Schachter (1981)
combines grammatical terminology witif gestures.
The teacher can form six letters of the alphabet
designated to represent time, agreement, plural',
preposition, word order, and article errors.
Schachter maintains that teachers can train stu-
dents to understand these nonverbal corrections
even if the students are not sophisticated enough

qo understand the terminology. She provides

,
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examples of frequient errors in the ESL classroom;
similar combinations could be developed for errors
in other languages.

Other gestures. Almost any repetitive type of
mistake can be controlled with a_ gesture once the
students adapt to its use. When Moskowitz (1976)
compared outstandinir teachers with average teach-
ers, she found the rmer to be much more active
nonverball and to se gestures that were in-
structional rather t. n personal.

Peer Correction

There are no specific techniques for getting students to
correct one another's errors in class. The teacher can use
any of the techniques for self-correction suggested above
simply by calling on another student who understood what he
or she was trying to indicate to the first student. The tech-
nique of generating simple sentences, mentioned above, can be
particularly effective. Instead of the teacher's providing
possible answers, several students can do the same thing. The
teacher can then return to the student who made the original
error, and it will seem as if no correction had been made.

As mentioned earlier, the problem in peer correction is to
avoid unfavorable comparisons between students. One can
achieve this by seeking examples from other students rather
than by asking for explanations. The teacher should not ask,
"What was that mistake?" but should simply ask the same ques-
tion of someone else. The teacher should give all students a
chance to provide corrections. Since the first person to
answer a question is at a -disadvantage over those who hear a
partial answer or have longer to think, it is possible for weak
students to correct more proficient ones. It is up to the
teacher to maintain a spirit of cooperation among classmates
and a positive attitude toward the making and correcting of
errors.

Teacher Correction

Providing correct answer. Although this has been widely
criticized as not demonstrating that real learning is taking
place (e.g., Fanselow 1977), there comes a time when the
teacher must tell the class what the proper form is. Often it
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is a question of saving time or reducing confusion, especially
when two errors must be corrected. The teacher should re-
turn to the student who made the error, ask for a repetition
or reformulation, and look for a glimmer of understanding.

OLD. Burt and Kiparsky (1972) propose "Own Language
Distortion." The teacher translates into the native language
an improper ss ntactie element a student has made to demqn-
strate how shocking it sounds. In-other words,

Fr: *Ne donnez-le-moi pas
Sp: *No de me lo

sound as bad as

Eng: *Don't it to me give.

In practice, the student may not remember whether it was the
affirmative or negative imperative that sounded bad. Some may
feel that this is an unnecessary lapse back into the native Ian-

.guage.

Discrimination exercises. Fanselow (1977) recommends
contrasting the correct and incorrect forms, even to the ex-
lent of writing lists on the board and asking students for
explanations of each item.

S: I take a course in history.,
T: I take? I am taking? [discussion)

Paraphrasing. Hanzeli (1975) recommends, paraphrasing
11,,syntactic error, while Joiner (1975) suggests modeling the
incorrect sentence with the proper substitution but without
calling attention to the correction. The problem here is that
many students may not hear the difference between the two.
A fairly important error, such as articles in French, word
stress in English and Spanish, and case in German, may be
understood only as a variation in pronunciation. The teacher
should use this technique when a more direct correction would
have a negative effect.



The above list includes many more techniques than any
one teacher could use. The proper selection will depe on
many factors. Student sensitivity to correction, atmos here,
pace and leVel of the course, and goals are just a few of the
criteria that one must take into account before the ultim e
selection process--trial and error. .

It must be noted that all these techniques apply to
teacher-directed activities. It would be unreasonable, for
example, to expect this type of correction in small -group work.
Lantolf (1977) suggests using the latter to encourage speech
rather than grammatical accuracy.

An additional problem with oral work is deciding what to
do with sentences that are entirely correct. Many teachers
repeat the utterance verbatim for a variety of reasons: others
in the class can hear it better; they will hear a better pro-
nunciation; and it will reinforce the correct response. The
author has observed many beginning teachers who often repeat
answers simply as a nervous habit. Students should be en-
couraged to speak louder so that evPyone can hear. Other-
wise, the teacher's repetitions may be taken to be corrections.
In any exchange of language, students should understand that
they have communicated successfully.
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4. TECHNIQUES OF ERROR CORRECTION:
WRITTEN WORK

General Considerations

Wingfield (1975) states that there are five ways for the
teacher to approach the correction of written compositions:
(1) providing clues for self-correction; (2) correcting the text;
(3) making marginal notes; (4) explaining errors orally to stu-
dents; and (5) using errors as an illustration for class discus-
sion. He prefers self-correction by the students.

Correcting compositions is not unlike correcting oral
errors. Correction by the student who made the error or by
others in the class dan precede teacher correction. Once again,
one has to wonder if simply providing the correct response will
benefit the student in the long run. Students may have prob-
lems remembering such superficial input, or may not even
bother to read written corrections (Phillips 1968).

As in the case of oral expression, many scholars recom-
mend correcting only major errors in written work. Robinett
(1972) suggests correcting paragraphs for specific errors such
as spelling, punctuation, or articles. Hendrickson (1980) feels
that students lose confidence when they see too many correc-
tions. Grittner believes that teachers should give more empha-
sis to what is correct than to what is wrong (1977). Walker
(1973) reports that his survey found university students to be
discouraged by excessive correcting. They spend so much
time on details that they are afraid of losing their overall
ability. On the other hand, Lalande (1981) opposes this
selectivity on several grounds: (1) unlike oral work, the
correction of written errors is done in private; (2) students
need a considerable amount of feedback about their ability,;
(3) communication is not the only purpose for writing; it may
be possible that an author wishes to gain respect. .He con-
cludes that important differences between oral. and written lan-
guage make the error correction analogy between them false.
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The limited number of students that La lande surveyed did not
object to having all errors corrected.

Each teacher will have to decide which types of errors to
correct. Hendrickson (1976) did a comparative study in which
one group had only communicative errors in their compositions
corrected and the other had them all corrected. Neither sys-
tem proved superior by the end of the course. The following
techniques may be used no matter which philosophy a teacher
follows.

Techniques

Self-correction

Symbols and obbreviutions. The most frequently sug-
gested method to motivate students to correct their own mis-
takes is to use a symbol or abbreviation for a grammatical
term (e.g., T = tense, sp = spelling). The symbol can be
written in the margin and then the specific error may or may
not be pointed out by underlining (Brown 1979, Higgs 1979,
Omaggio 1981, Rivers 1975, Stack 1978b). Thus, the student
must determine the correct form, as with the pinpointing tech-
nique in oral work. All the self-correction techniques require
that the student rewrite the composition and turn it in with
the original draft.

Hendrickson (1980) suggests a standardized set of sym-
bols for indirect corrections: underlining of incorrect spelling,
a circle around inappropriate words, an arrow for a missing
element, and ti question mark for a confusing phrase (see this
article for numerous examples in four languages). The teacher
should hand out a list of symbols and abbreviations at the be-
ginning of the course. Brown provides a list for German,
Higgs for Spanish., and Omaggio and Stack (1978a) for French.
Nash (1968) provides the necessary vocabulary in English,
Russian, German, and French for creating such a list.

F Sp The boy go to the store with his siter.

etta Cj Il a alle au piscine hier.

X )

Soy en los Estados Unidos el alio pasado.
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G r °Wir sind in dem Kino um acht Uhr gegangen.

In the
auxiliary, g
0 = order.
the specific
student,

above examples, F = form, Sp = spelling, aux
= gender, x = wrong word, T = tense, C = case,
The examples show increasing precision in locating
error and, therefore, decreasing reliance on the

Reference to grammar rules. Rivers (1975) and Stack
(1978) mention briefly the possibility of indicating a specific
rule of grammar in the textbook when a student breaks that
rule in written work. (I have used this technique success-
fully on the elementary level. In two to four hours one can
prepare a detailed outline of a grammar book from which to
indicate to the student the pages and the numbers of importantrules.) Sending a student to pages 96-98 for an incorrect ob-
ject pronoun will not help. Instead, the teacher, using the
outline as a guide, can write 94:3(c) above a sentence like

S: Il donne lui du the.

By consulting rule 3(c) on cpage 94, the student is reminded
that object pronouns precede the verb in French. This tech-
nique can be particularly useful in a sequenced course in
which the class finishes a grammar book and then moves on to
a reader or, other activity. One should not attempt to send a
student ahead in a book to a rule that has not been studied in
class. As with the technique of using symbols and abbrevi-
ations, success depends upon students' rewriting the paper
and turning both copies in.

Checklists. Several writers have prepared checklists
that students can use as reminders when they write composi-
tions. Cohen (1975) suggests that students go over their
written work several times with a particular structure in mind
each time. This can be individualized if a teacher knows a
particular student has trouble with adjective agreement, for
example. Four other scholars have developed checklists for
students; the lists all differ somewhat in purpose and use.

Robinett (1972 developed a long list of frequent errors
made by ESL student (see Appendix A). The teacher writes
a code number above a error in the composition and the same
number on the checklist ext to the appropriate explanation.
The ,author feels that this method not only requires a greater



concentration on the part of the student, but it also provides
the teacher with a more objective way of evaluating. student
p.rogress.

Donley (1978) ,provides a list of 26 ideas to help essay
writers (see Appendix B). Using this list, the teacher can
indicate the good and bad points on each essay by means of a
letter. This procedure greatly reduces the number of com-
ments the teacher needs to make, and it focuses on style
rather than on grammatical accuracy.

Knapp's checklist (1972) serves as a sort of syllabus for
the students (Appendix C). The students demonstrate in their
written work that they have mastered each section. It is an
attempt to break, writing into manageable units like. grammar or
pronunciation. The checklist provided by Friend (1971; Appen-
dix D) is similar in that the student "ills it out and gives it to
the teacher rather than the other way around as suggested by
Robinett and, Donley.

Peer Correction

Projection. A student compoiition can be projected oft a
screen for the entire class to correct. Bagel (1978) reports
success on the secondary level with the use of an opaque pro-
jector. Students competed to,see who could produce the first
essay without errors. (I use an overhead projector in my ad-
vanced 'language classes in much the same way.) Two students
are selected the day before the composition is due and are
asked to write their essays on transparencies. In-most in-
stances the student-author can remain anonymous. Witbeck
(1976) points out some disadvantages to this method, however:
the author of the essay is often distracted, a few students
usually dominate the discussion, and there is rarely any
student-to-student communication.

Group compositions. Valette (1973) describes a technique
that is useful to teachers who have a large number of students
and cannot grade written work frequently. Groups of five
students get together to write an essay. The teacher has less
work because there are fewer papers and fewer errors to cor-
rect. In addition, the students get oral practice by discussing
the assignment in the target language. The group writes the
finished product on a ditto master and reproduces it for the
entire class.
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Exchanging compositions. Witbeck (1976) proposes several
variations of swapping written work to provide corrections. A
composition can be given to a pair of students to be rewritten,
but this is too difficult for many. The teacher can help by
choosing specific types of errors to look for. The teacher can
retype the composition, eliminating minor errors, and the stu-
dents can then evaluate and improve the form of the composi-
tion. The latter method permits the class to deal with longer
essays.

In -class editing. Gaudiani (1981) advocates an in-class
editing approach involving and peer correction. Students
rewrite their early compositions at home and then correct and
rewrite them in class under the guidance of their classmates
and the teacher. The class reads and discusses student essays,
not only correcting any grammatical errors but noting elements
of style and organizational strategy, using either English, the

.target language, or a melange of the two. Gaudiani includes
several examples of students' compositions that illustrate the
effectiveness of her method.

Teacher Correction

Direct correction.. Hendrickson (1980) suggests that if
the student cannot understand indirect corrections, then spe-
cific methods can be used. A general technique isto under-
line a word in order to call attention to a hint written near' it.
A misplaced word can be bracketed and placed in its proper
order with an arrow. Superfluous words are simply crossed
out. Semantic errors must often be corrected in the most
direct manner possible: by providing the exact word. A
direct correction, as defined by Hendrickson, is when the
teacher tells the student where the error is and what the cor-
rect form is. The teacher uses symbols whenever possible to
save time in rewriting the sentence.

Recording. Phillips (1968) advocates recording rrections
on cassette tapes. This avcids the problem of studen s' ignor-
ing written corrections and allows the teacher to provide expla-
nations of grammar that may be too long to write out. Phillips
suggests two methods for using the tape recorder: the teacher
can write the simpler corrections on the paper and use numbers
keyed to ,the tape for longer explanations, or the essay can be
read along with a commentary. The grade is not given, until
the end, so the student must listen to the entire tape.

,C
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Farnsworth (1974) recommends requiring a rewrite to be sure
the student profits from the corrections. She mentions as an
additional advantage of this technique the possibility of pro-
viding the students with examples of a preferred style or
phrasing that would be too long to, write out. Phillips and.
Farnsworth agree that this method increases student-teacher
rapport because it is more personal than writing.

Charting errors. To insure that students profit from
teacher corrections, two researchers have devised methods of
charting learner errors. Chastain (1980b) recommends that
the teacher read an essay twice and grade it for message
(fluency) and then for grammar. The overall grade wotoAl be
the average of the two. The teacher then selects three errors
for each student that must be eliminated from future work. A
grade sneet to be returned by the student with future essays
explains the errors and reminds the teacher which three errors
the student is suppos'ed to have overcome.

Higgs (1979) recommends the opposite procedure. The
teacher draws up a list of types of errors (e.g., subject-verb
agreement) and assigns a point value to each. A tally sheet
can then be constructed with types of errors listed vertically
and students' names horizontally: The teacher can use a sym-
bol to mark an error on a composition, and the student must

t consult the list to find out what it is. This, procedure makes,
assigning a grade. much more objectiye, and the point values
can be changed as the course progresses. Higgs also suggests
adding points for good use of a grammatical feature. Shaugh-

ne§sy (1977) and Omaggio (1981) give numerous examples of
how teachers can analyze written errors to determine their
probable cause.

As far as grading criteria are concerned, students them-
. selves can have input. Valette (1973) proposes" that once group

- compositions have been evaluated by the class, students can
then rank them by preference, indicating their reasons (origi-
nality, accuracy of grammar); these criteria become the teach-
er's values in assigning a grade. This is just one more type
of activity which, like those described above, makes the writ-
ing of a foreign language a more active learning experience.
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5. CONCLUSION

Research has not proven the superiority, of any one error
correction technique over another: Certainly, students expect
teachers to correct them, and they seem to prefer it. Selec- .
tivity in the correction of oral errors is necessary for main-
taining the pace of the class and for avoiding the possibility of
embarrassing students with excessive interruptions. These
problems do not exist with the grading of compositions; the
teacher has more time, and the student reads the' comments in .
private. Therefore, teachers can set higher goals for linguistic
accuracy of written language.

Selectivity of error correction implies a choice of the
order in which to correct errors. Most researchers rank as
most important those errors that impede communication, those
that students make frequently, and those that occur in features
that the class has recently studied.

I have taken the position in this monograph that students
should be the first to correct their own oral errors. The
benefits of this approach include the students' satisfaction in
corning up with the correct answer, proving that they recog-
nize the error, and the reduction in the amount of time the
teacher spends talking. If the perion who made the error
cannot correct it, the teacher should ask another student.
The correction will often take the form of an alternative answer
that is a valid reply to the original question. The teacher will
occasionally need to correct errors directly in order to save
time and avoid confusion. Such correction should be done in
a positive manner so that students may learn to speak rather
than fear the language.

. ,
Written errors should follow the same order of correction.

Students may be given general guidelines or specific points to
reconsider before writing their compositions again. Groups of
students can write or correct essays together in a spirit of
cooperation. Teachers, of course, will also need to supply,
precise corrections or alternative forms to improve students'

,i' expression in the target language.
..,. . -
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The techniques presented here are far too numerous to be
used in one class or by one teacher. All the suggestions treat
errors as a natural result of the language-learning process.
Ir.dividual teachers can select the types of errors they wish to
concentrate on and the correction techniques they prefer in
order to best facilitate this learning.,
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APPEND IX A
V

Frequent Errors Made by ESL Students'

AGREEMENT PREPOSITIONS
subject and verb do not agree 'Omission . Incorrect Ilse

_pronoun and referent do not agree in
on

ARTICLES AND DETERMINERS at
Omission Incorrect Use to

..a of
1 1

an other
the
other PUNCTUATION IN.

. Omission ' Incorrect Use (.7

CAPITALIZATION period .

omission question mark ?
incorrect exaamation point !

comma ,

COMPARISONS , colon :

use like . semicolon ; '
use the same as apostrophe '

5---use different from t hyphen -
use -er - quotation marks T. .1

u
s
see more --est

t others (dash,
underlining

use the most -- parenthesis, etc.)

CONTENT SENTENCE ,
incorrect information incomplete sentence
awkward: needs rewording two sentences run together
cannot understand your meaning

DOUBLE NEGATIVE
avoid double negatives

FORMAT
improper heading
improper size paper
not ,written in ink
no title
proper left margin
improper right margin
indent for each paragraph

SPELLING
incorrectly spellea

VERBS
tense incorrect
form incorrect
do not use to after a mode,

_do not u,se -ing after to
use to + verb form
use plain form
use -ing form
incorrect sequence of tenses

NOUNS %/ VOCABULARY
should be singtilar form incorrect
should be plural- item incorrect
improper, form ; word(s) omitted
mass noun (should be singular) unnecessary word(s)

PARAGRAPHING WORD DIVISION
begin new,paragraph divide words at syllable boundaries
no new paragraph write as one word

write as two words
PENMANSHIP (Handwriting)

handwriting interferes with WORD ORDER
communication observe SVO Place Time ,word order

avoid non-English symbols incorrect question word order
incorrect included-question word order
change word order as indicated
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APPENDIX B

Points to Aid Essay-writers 2

The wise essay writer:

reads (or chooses) the title carefully;

writes an opening paragraph That does not ramble
but is business-like and to the point;

clearly informs the reader of what he will attempt to
do (before he does it);

makes sure that his introductory section exhibits a
funnel-like pattern, narrowing down and focusing on
some particular, aspect or approach (the general back-
ground thus sketched in perhaps constituting the
'known' which should always precede the 'unknown');

plans well, arranging his points in a logical order;

says explicitly at each stage of the argument what
he is about;

keeps to the point throughout;

establishes at every stage (the sentence-level
included) some expectancy of what is to follow;

writes unified paragraphs, using this device to help
carry the reader along;

makes good use of transition, in the forts both of
transitional phrases within paragraphs and of transi-
tional paragraphs themselves;
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is not over-repetitive in the use of given ideas,
phrases, or words;

achieves a similar variety in his sentence structure
(alternating complex with simple) and his paragraph
structure (alternating loose with periodic);

cultivates clarity of style, avoiding ambiguous expres-
sions and references;

is careful in his choice and use of words, avoiding or
defining those whose meaning is not clear, eschewing
those with archaic, informal, or colloquial connotations;

adopts a Persdnal point of view, yet is not too personal
or informal in tone;

gives exact, _correct references; quotes correctly or
indicates that the passage is paraphrased;

uses footnotes and includes a complete formally accur-
ate bibliography (if required);

when giving a quotation or paraphrase, makes sure
that its meaning is not distorted by its being taken
out of context;

does not generalize unless he can, and does, support
the generalization with evidence;

keeps the evidence subordinate to a consideration of
its meaning;

writes interestingly, this being possible only if he has
chosen a topic which interests him;

writes correctly;
s\

spells well and avoids abbreviations in the body of the
text;

punctuates well and makes correct use of capitalization;

knowing that finis coronas opus, concludes well, and
gives the reader the feeling of having progressed in a
certain direction--the tone indicated at the outset;

revises his work and makei sure it is neatly presented,,
rewriting or retyping if'necessary.
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APPENDIX C

Composition Check-List3
,,

Rough Outline

A clear thesis statement that can be supported or
proved

Three or more useful supporting points

Rough Draft

Shows examples of thoughtful editing

Final Draft

Mechanics give a clean, orderly impression'

The title--is correctly capitalized
shows imagination in phrasing
indicates the subject clearly

Adequate margins -- sides, top, bottom

Clear indentation for paragraphs

Clear, easy-to-read handwriting or typing

Logical development of one idea in a paragraph

A topic sentence that gives the idea of the paragraph

A clear controlling idea in the topic sentence

38
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Supporting statements that focus on the controllyig
idea

Clear relationship or transition between sentences

Imaginative, precise use of language

Connectives used with precision to show relationship

Careful, correct use of expanded vocabulary

Examples of artful phrasing

Correct spelling and hyphenating

Correct punctuation to develop the meaning of sentences

Good use of parallel structure in series

Good use of phrases or clauses to modify or to tighten
the expression of an idea

Good selection 'of detail to suggest larger meaning

A good conclusion that draws the paragraph together

Good idea content

A clearly expressed idea, worthy of adult, communication

Challenging, original thinking

Corrections - -with adequate practice to insure mastery
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APPENDIX D

Composition Check-List

CONTENT

Is your topic interesting to a mature reader?

Did you restrict your subject?

Did you state your purpose clearly?

is every idea in the paper relevant to the thesis?

STRUCTURE

Did you arrange and develop your paragraph(s) in
a logical manner according to main ideas? (Introduc-
tion, body, conclusion?)

Did you arrange your sentences logically? (Does each
sentence clarify the major idea in the paragraph? In
other words, is each sentence necessary?)

Did you use transitions effectively? Between sen-
tences? Between paragraphs?

MECHANICS

Did you write grammatically, correct sentences? (Does
each sentence express a complete thought?)

Did you use other grammatical patterris correctly?
(Modals, idioms, verb tenses, number shifts, etc.)

Did you vary your sentence patterns?

40



Did you punctuate correctly?

Did you spell words correctly? (Use your dictionary
often.)
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NOTES

1. Copyright 0 1972,.TESOL,in Betty Wallace Rbbinett,
On the horns of a dilemma: Correcting compositions. In
Studies in honor of Albert H. Marckwa'dt, James E. Alatis,
ed. Washington, D.C.: TESOL, p. 145. Quoted by permis-
sion of the author and publisher.

2. Copyright 0 1978, Oxford University Press. Michael
Donley, Marking advanced essays. English Language Teaching
Journal 32(2):116-17. Quoted by permission of the publisher.

3. Copyright 0 1972, McGraw-Hill. Donald Knapp, 4
focused, efficient method to relate composition correction to
teaching aims. In Teaching English as a second language: A
book of readings, second edition, Harold B. Allen and Russell
N. Campbell, eds. New York, p..221. Quoted by permission
of the publisher and author.

4. Copyright 0 1971, Scott-Foresman. Jewell A. Friend,
Writing English as a second language. Glenview, IL, p. 2.
Quoted by permission of the publisher.
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12. Personality and Second Language Learning, by Virginia D.
Hodge. $2.95. ED 157 408

Volume 2 (1978-79)

13. Games and Simulations in the Foreign, Language Classroom, by

Alice C. °Maggio. $5.95. ED 177 887
16. Foreign Languages, English as a Second/Foreign Language, and

the U.S. Multinational Corporation, by Marianne Inman.
$4.95. ED 179 089

17. Testing Oral Communication in the Foreign Language Classroom,
by Walter H. Bartz. $2.95. ED 176 590

18. Intensive Foreign Language Courses, by David P.,Benseler and
Renatp A. Schulz. $4.95. ED 176 587

19. Evaluating a Second Language Pro ram, by Gilbert A. ,Jarvis

and Shirley J. Adams. $2.95. ED 176 589
20. Reading a Second Language, by G. Truett Cates and Janet K.

Swaffar. $2.95. ED 176 588
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Volume 3 (1979-80)

24. Testing in Foreign Languages, ESL, and Bilingual Education,
1966-1979: A Select, Annotated ERIC Bibliography, compiled by
Dale L. Lange and Ray T. Clifford. $7.95. ED 183 027

25. ACTFL 1979: Abstracts of Presented Papers. $5.95.

ED 183 031
26. A Guide to Language Camps in the United States, by Lois

Vines. $3.95. ED 183 030
28.Teaching a Second Language: A Guide for the Student Teacher,

by Constance K. Knop. $4.95. ED 195 165
29. Assessing Study Abroad Programs for Secondary School Stu-

dents, by Helene Z. Loew. $2.95. ED 193 974

30. Chinese Language Study in American Higher Education: State of
the Art, by Peter A. Eddy, James J. Wrenn, and Sophia A.
Behrens. $7.95. ED 195 166

31. Sentence Combining in Second Language Instruction, by Thomas
C. Cooper, Genelle Morain, and Theodore Kalivoc. $7.95.

ED 195 167
32. Teaching the Metric System in the Foreign Language Classroom,

by Bette Le Feber Stevens. $4.95. ED 195 168

Volume 4 (1980-81)

33. Directory of Foreign Language Service Organizations: 2, by
Sophia A. Behrens. $7.00. ED 208 671

34. The Older Foreign Language Learner: A Challenge for Colleges
and Universities, by Elizabeth G. Joiner. $4.00. ED 208 672

36. Helping Learners Succeed: Activities for the Foreign Language
Classroom, by Alice C. Omaggio. $5.00. ED 208 674

37. Discourse Analysis and Second Language Teaching, by Claire J.

Kramsch. $7.00. ED 208 675
39. Teaching French as a Multicultural Language: The French-

Speaking World Outside of Europe, by John D. Ogden. $4.50.

ED 208 677
40. PR Prototypes: A Guidebook for Promoting Foreign Language

Study to the Public, by Rosanne G. Royer and Lester W. McKim.
$7.00. ED 208 678

Volume 5 (1981 -82)

43. Teaching Writing in the Foreign Language Curriculum, by
Claire Gaudiani. $8.95 paper/$15.95 cloth. ED 209 961

44. Functional-Notional Concepts: Adapting the FL Textbook, by
Gail Guntermann and June K. Phillips. $6.00.

47. Children's Second Language Learning, by Barry McLadghlin.
$7.00.

48. Creative Activities for the Second Language Classroom, by
Diane W. Birckbichler. $8.95.

50. Error Correction Techniques for the FL Classroom, by Joel C.
Walz. $5.75.


